Identifying ‘Old’ Trickling Filters
Speaking of outdated equipment (see page 3), could you have an old biotower, ‘Davenport’, ‘Flocor’, ‘roughing’ or ‘polishing’ filter
on your premises and not know it exists? When visiting customer sites, our sales team often come across legacy plant that,
whilst still operational, plant managers either didn’t know or have not only forgotten exists but don’t recognise. Here’s our handy
guide to identifying legacy high rate industrial trickling filters - and some of the problems they present.
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Concrete tank with mineral media known as a ‘biotower’
‘roughing filter’, ‘secondary treatment filter’ or ‘polishing
filter’ depending on where it is in the process.

In this photo, (of a similar concrete tank structure) the
mineral media is ponding - i.e. clogged.

TRANSFORMING EFFLUENT
INTO WATER THAT’S
“GOOD ENOUGH TO DRINK”
WHAT’S SO GOOD ABOUT
TRICKLING FILTERS?

REPLACING DISCONTINUED
PLANT MADE EASY

Rectangular section tanks containing PVC vertical flow
structured media. Sometimes called a Davenport tower’,
‘Flocor tower’, ‘biotower’ or ‘roughing filter’

A static distribution system used on rectangular
section high rate filters at a paper mill.

In this picture, another
concrete tank with random
plastic media which, in this
case, is badly clogged with
biomass.

Many plant managers have minimal - if any - expertise in industrial
effluent treatment. We know that, for these hard-pressed
managers, dealing with suppliers who can’t - or won’t - converse
in terms they can understand can be a confusing experience.
That’s why our industrial effluent treatment experts take care
not to bamboozle you with jargon! Instead, you’ll get all the
advice you need in straightforward language that leaves no
room for misunderstanding.

ASK THE EXPERT

Q

A

You could waste time and
money by continually ripping
out and replacing rock or
random media. Or, alternatively, you
could increase capability, improve
performance and extend the working
lifetime of your assets by installing
modular BIOdek structured plastic
media. The initial replacement process
is no more complicated or costly than
installing new rock or random media.

Don’t upgrade or replace current plant without talking to
the wastewater treatment experts, 2H Water
Technologies. Call us now on 0845 0039 114 to book
your free expert consultation
2hwatertechnologies.co.uk

Visit our website
to find out more about
‘OUR PRODUCTS’
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“We’re often asked by
customers for advice on
“upgrading” trickling filters
currently using rock or random media.
The answer is that, as far as rock or
random media is concerned, there’s
no such thing as an “upgrade”.
The only way to improve performance is
by ripping out and replacing all the
existing media.”

HERE TO HELP
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IS YOUR EFFLUENT TREATMENT 2020 READY?

A tank containing mineral
media used by a whisky
distillery at the polishing
stage of the effluent
treatment process.
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Are you satisfied with the performance of your effluent treatment plant? Confident your current equipment will
handle future increases in capacity; meet increasingly rigorous consents, regulations and carbon reduction
targets?
In 2020, new lower Discharge Consent Levels for industrial effluent will come into force in UK and the Irish
Republic.
Non-compliance is not an option and not only because it will result in a substantial financial penalty:
• Production will be halted until the effluent treatment is brought up to the required standard.
• In the worst cases, a failing facility may be shut down, endangering profitability and putting employees’
jobs at risk.

You MUST ACT NOW Because...
Bearing in mind that your factory or facility has unique effluent treatment needs, it can take far longer than two
years to identify, design, build and install a customised effluent treatment solution. You can, of course, shop
around but that could turn out to be time-consuming and expensive, particularly if you decide to work with a
variety of suppliers. Managing relationships with multiple suppliers can be stressful and will add to your
workload.
There is an alternative. You can talk to the industrial effluent treatment experts, 2H Water Technologies.
2hwatertechnologies.co.uk/our-advantage

STOP PRESS - 2H SECURES £2.8m CONTRACT FOR BIODEK UPGRADE AT UNITED UTILITIES
United Utilities is upgrading to BIOdek structured plastic
media to meet tighter ammonia discharge consents at
its wastewater treatment plant in Crewe, Cheshire. Main
contractors, LiMA (Laing O’Rourke and Imtech, with
support from Atkins), awarded 2H Water Technologies a
£2.8 million contract to manufacture and install
13,761m3 BIOdek and PIERdek media support systems
in three nitrifying filters…

2hwatertechnologies.co.uk/products

BIOdek structured cross flow media
high level purity from a compact process

PLASdek & SANIPACKING fill pack
efficient air/water interaction

TUBEdek interlocking plastic tubing
Lamella system for solids/liquids separation

GEOdek & GEOdek LITE modules
effective stormwater storage & attenuation

Transforming Effluent Into Water
That’s “Good Enough To Drink”

What’s So Good About
Trickling Filters?
Trickling Filters built from BIOdek structured plastic media are a
cost-effective, energy-efficient and reliable solution for use in
biodegradable wastewater treatment applications for example food
and drink industrial applications. They can be easily and
cost-effectively integrated into existing treatment set-up. And, as
treatment needs evolve, they can be adapted or upgraded with
minimum cost and disruption.

Whisky distilleries in Scotland are subject to some of the most demanding environmental
regulation in the world, particularly regarding discharge of wastewater into the local
water sources.
When a planned increase in production –and therefore effluent throughput – prompted
Glenfiddich one of the world’s leading distillers of premium quality Scotch whisky to
replace its legacy onsite effluent treatment plant, 2H Water Technologies responded
with a sustainable, chemical free BIOdek solution.

And, by the way, did you know that chemical-free Trickling
Filters are one of the greenest wastewater treatment
on the market?

The BIOdek effluent treatment plant went live in 2017 – and made an immediate
impression on a representative of an influential Scottish environmental protection
agency who unofficially classified the treated wastewater as “good enough
to drink”!

You’ll find everything you need to know about trickling
filters in the 2H Water Technologies “Guide to Trickling
Filter Wastewater Treatment”. It’s a handy,
step-by-step guide to making the best buying
decisions, planning, designing and configuring
trickling filters for use in any industrial effluent
treatment set-up.

The company began its search for a replacement in 2013 when it became
apparent that the existing plant, which was based on a three-stage
‘Davenport’ rectangular section trickling filter system and two mineral – rock
- media filters, wouldn’t be capable of supporting a planned increase
in throughput.
After a detailed assessment of a range of alternatives, the distillers
commissioned 2H to design, manufacture, and install a replacement
solution based on three BIOdek trickling filters with three Equiflo
rotary distributors. The project was carried out in collaboration with
Design Supply & Install Ltd (DSI)
The BIOdek ETP, which went live in 2017, meets the customer’s
requirement for a sustainable, chemical-free and efficient
industrial wastewater treatment.

Visit our website to find
out more about other
recent PROJECTS

DOWNLOAD YOUR

2hwatertechnologies.co.uk/our-projects

TRICKING FILTER GUIDE
2hwatertechnologies.co.uk/trickling-filter-guide

BIOdek: Greener, Re-usable,
Recyclable Media

Replacing Discontinued
Plant Made Easy

2H manufactured the BIOdek modules for use in the distiller’s ETP in
Polypropylene (PP) welded into customised blocks using a unique
adhesive and solvent-free sealing process devised by 2H Water
Technologies which eliminates the potential for hydrolysis – a
process that can dissolve adhesive contacts – and solvent
emissions. A reduction in chemical burden has an immediate and
positive impact on biomass seeding. Looking longer term, the
materials and method used in constructing BIOdek media
improve longevity and durability.

Does your effluent treatment plant include towers
or other equipment that’s over 20 years old?
It’s likely you’ve already noticed a reduction in productivity or
reliability. You may even have looked for a replacement and found
the type or model has been discontinued. That’s not a problem
when you work with 2H Water Technologies, because choosing
2H gives you access to over 30 years’ experience in designing,
building and installing customised solutions. All of which
means you can rely on 2H to design, build and install a
bespoke, up-to-date replacement for any obsolete
equipment.

As further increases in throughout or other changes in
regulatory or operational changes occur, the distillery
company can rely on the new ETP supporting easy
and cost-effective expansion. When the media reaches
the end of its productive working life, it can be recycled.
2hwatertechnologies.co.uk/products

2hwatertechnologies.co.uk/the-process
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out and replacing rock or
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performance and extend the working
lifetime of your assets by installing
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